HOPE [hohp] A feeling of expectation and desire for a
certain thing to happen. To aspire. To wish. To dream.
To plan with anticipation.

Jameson, Jadyn, and Kenyon would tell you that hope comes naturally for them as three-of-the-five children
born to Quayla and Jeff Hope. This is a family affair that has been woven together since the boys were 5, 6,
and 7 years old. And make no mistake, American Hope has every intention of proving that the family who plays
together, stays together!
Growing up under the rich musical heritage of their superstar cousin, Randy Owen (the highly esteemed lead
singer of the legendary country group Alabama), American Hope has watched the world of music from the
inside out. Their tight-knit familial harmonies are reminiscent of the Fort Payne heroes, with a modern-day
spin thrown in from current country music influences such as the Zac Brown Band and Florida Georgia Line.
The end result is a fresh poppin’ southern rockin’ thumbprint all their own.
The boys are all avid instrumentalists and songwriters who are influenced by the music of their time and they
bring their own brand of storytelling to the songwriting table. And it doesn’t stop there. Over the past 9 years,
American Hope has performed on stages across the southeastern states, and further to Texas and Ohio. From
sharing the stage with Randy Owen at his popular “Fandemonium” events to the main stage at the historic
Atlanta Dogwood Festival, Jameson, Jadyn and Kenyon have continued to hone their teenage chops into
becoming one of the tightest and most professional bands to take a stage anywhere.
Seeking to take their craft to the next level, American Hope began working with Grammy nominated producer
and renowned vocal coach, “Mama” Jan Smith in her Atlanta studio. Most noted for her work with Justin Bieber,
The Band Perry, Usher, and Shania Twain, Smith has taken the boys under her development and most recently
produced the band’s newest single, “Like It Like That!” The new single marks a passage for the burgeoning
stars and is due to be released in March of 2019.
This young band embodies everything that our star-maker machinery typically propels, but they also exude
something that is often missing… and we could all use a little hope. American Hope: A band for all time.

JAMESON
Vocals
Lead & Rhythm Guitar
Songwriter

JADYN
Vocals
Bass Guitar
Songwriter

Performance History:
• The Fred Amphitheatre
• Fandemonium
• Dixieland Delight
• Atlanta Dogwood Festival

–NEW SINGLE–
LIKE IT LIKE THAT
CLICK TO LISTEN

• Virginia Highlands Festival
• JSU Country Rocks
• Fort Payne Cruise In Dekalb
• Eddies Attic

Band Contact:
Jeff@AmericanHope.com
404.394.5919

KENYON
Vocals
Drums
Songwriter
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